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America's vast alien intake into the units of a civilised
community. Local knowledge alone can assess its gravity.
But if it really appears that the essential process of Ameri-
canisation is retarded by the chartered illegalities that
appear inseparable from the Prohibition system, then
America may possibly conclude that the price paid for social
betterment is too high.
One other by-product deserves a comment. If one thing
strikes the passing student of American crime more than
another, it is the immense and costly elaboration of its
equipment. Bandits appear in silent, sumptuous automo-
biles, blow safes with apparatus almost equal in value to
their booty, and depart under cover of armaments on a
scale sufficient to excite the envy of a South American
republic. Not theirs the waiting Ford, the imperfect
jemmy, and the cheap Belgian revolver of their European
confreres. For transatlantic crime tiptoes on balloon tyres
and defends itself from interruption with machine-guns.
(No American criminal, so far as I am aware, has yet
mounted a " heavy " or made off discreetly in a tank.) One
wonders, in admiring awe, where this impressive apparatus
comes from. And then a wandering doubt intrudes its
head. The fantastic possibility suggests itself that these,
perhaps, are further blessings poured from the cornucopia of
Prohibition upon the criminal classes. You must remember
that the drink-traffic is not yet abolished. It still exists.
It has merely been transferred by law from its legitimate
conductors to a criminal class, so that the profits previously
earned by wine-merchants and brewers have been diverted
to the bootlegger. The fund that once paid school-bills for
the brewer's children is now shared out by rum-runners,
bootleggers, their numerous (and well-armed) guardians,
and the hostile parasites that prey upon them, The gun-
man and his friends are getting a good proportion of the
profits earned (illegally, but earned right enough) by a great
industry. I remember a taxi-driver in Kansas City, who
expressed a deep regret that time did not avail for him to

